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Abstract
This paper considers a non-oriented two-
dimensional bin packing problem, where a set of
small rectangles, which may be rotated by 90°, has
to be allocated to onc or morc identical bins. A
genetic algorithm (GA) hybridised with a heuristic
placement routine is proposed to solve the problem.
The algorithm employs an innovative crossover
operator that considers a number of different
children from each pair of parents. Comprehensive
results are presented, and the algorithm is shown to
be competitive when compared with other
metaheuristic algorithms.
Introduction
Cutting and Packing problems are optimization
problems that are concerned with finding a good
arrangement of multiple small items in onc or more
larger objects. This type of problem is encountered
in many areas of industry such as wood, glass, and
textile industries, newspaper paging, cargo loading,
and etc. The usual objective is aimed at maximising
the utilisation of the large objects, or maximising
the value of the small items packed. This work is
focused on the non-oriented case of the two-
dimensional rectangular bin packing problem with
the objective of packing without overlaps, all the
rectangles into the minimum number of bins.
A considerable amount of research has been carried
out and vanous heuristic and metaheuristic
approaches have been proposed to solve the
problem. Some excellent and comprehensive
reviews of the approaches can be found in
Dowsland and Dowsland [5], Hopper and Turton
[6], and Lee [7].
This paper focuses on the development of a new
strain of GA called MultiCrossover Genetic
Algorithm (MXGA) ill comparison with other
metaheuristic algorithms namely Standard Genetic
Algorithm (SGA), Unified Tabu Search (UTS) and
Randomised Descent Method (RDM) for solving
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the problem. A common feature found in the
metaheuristic algorithms developed is their two-
stage approach, where the algorithms are combined
with a heuristic placement routine. In this two-
stage approach, an algorithm manipulates the
encoded solutions, which are then evaluated by the
placement routine transforming the packing
sequence into the corresponding physical layout.
Heuristic placement routine
Inspired by the best-fit heuristic proposed by Burke
el al. [3] and Whitwell [10] for solving strip
packing problem, Bcnncll el al. [I] developed a
heuristic placement routine called Lowest Gap Fill
(LGF) that is effective in filling the available gaps
in the partial layout by dynamically selecting the
best rectangle for placement during the packing
stage.
LGF consists of two stages: preprocessing stage
and packing stage. As in the best-fit heuristic,
before the shut of the LGF placement routine, the
rectangles are initially arranged following a
horizontal orientation and sorted 111 a non-
lllCreaSlI1g order of their width, breaking ties by
non-increasing height. This preprocessing stage
required O(n log n) time, where n is the number of
rectangles.
LGF employs a best-fit type strategy by examining
the lowest available gap in the current bin and then
placing the rectangle that best fits the gap available.
This routine not only keeps track of the free
position in the layout, but also of the dimensions of
the available gap at the respective position. When
no remaining rectangle can fit into any of the
available gaps in the current bin, the bin is closed
and a ne\v empty bin is initialised to replace the
closed bin as the current bin. Any unfilled space in
the closed bin will be regarded as wastage. The
routine continues until all the rectangles in the list
have been packed into a minimum number of bins.
This packing stage requires 0(112) time. The LGF





